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POLICY TOPIC DESCRIPTION 

 

Accelerated Reader Policy 

 

The purpose of this policy is to insure continuity, consistency, and focus throughout 

the building.  AR is to be used as a supplement to our reading program with a focus on 

motivating students to read. 

 
 

POLICY STATEMENT 

1.  All students will be given a minimum of three STAR tests each year at the beginning, 
middle and end of the school year to determine ZPD range.  Students whose RTI goals 
require more frequent monitoring can take tests as needed but no more than once every 
two weeks. 
2.  Students will take tests in classrooms, the library, and/or computer lab throughout the 
day. 
3.  Each student at RMIS will read one chapter book (if developmentally appropriate) 
independently in their reading range and pass a test on the book each nine weeks.  This 
will count as one of their reading grades for the nine weeks. Grades will be given to fourth 
and fifth grade students only. 
5.  Grades will be given toward the reading grade on the student percentage of the AR 
goal met.  Grades will be based on a scale of 100.  For example, if a student reaches 78% 
of his/her goal, the grade will be recorded as 78/100.   
6.  Parents will be informed at the beginning of each year as to how grades are given for 
Accelerated Reader. 
7. Classroom incentives for the Accelerated Reader program will be set by the classroom 
teacher. 
8.  Goals will be set in Accelerated Reader based on 15 minutes of Independent Reading 
per night.   
9.  The goal for all students is 85% accuracy.   



10.  All students at RMIS will receive Accelerated Goals and will track their progress toward 
their goals.   
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